Creating conversation pieces.

Our global environment is rapidly changing. As technology advances, so does your way of doing business. In today’s market, you need conference room solutions that give you a distinct advantage. With Haworth conference environments, that’s just what you get.

Haworth tables are designed to perform and integrate beautifully with high-end, high-tech, and highly creative workspaces. From boardroom solutions to highly effective collaborative spaces — the options are almost endless.

Combined with our myriad of finishes, colors, shapes, functions, and technology features — whether it’s just one table or a whole collection of conferencing products — you’ll end up with the solution that’s right for you and your business in today’s world.
Varia™

Varia has all the elegance and beauty you could want in a fully integrated conferencing solution. With a full complement of stand alone accessories, video conferencing capabilities, plus four base options, Varia brings more to the table.
Executive Wood Tables

Conference tables suggest tradition, warmth, and strength of character. Pull up a chair, get comfortable, let's talk.

Executive Wood Tables

Executive Wood Tables boast distinctive design and versatility with practicality. Presentation accessories and a wide choice of base options let you expand the functionality of any room.
Planes

Beautifully simple and thoughtfully designed, the Planes collection will change the way you look at collaborative spaces. With unparalleled breadth and flexibility, it’s easy to create exactly the environment you need.

Wood: Planes Conference Table and Credenza with Wenge Double-cut.
Walls: Enclose Moveable Walls with Clear Glass/Wenge Double-cut and Silver Trim.
Seating: X99 Seminar Chairs with Stripes by Paul Smith. qbic™ Settee and Table with White Leather/Stripes by Paul Smith.
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Planes tables are available in standard Haworth edge profiles – T-Mold, 3mm Edgeband, Wood Edgeband, Cascade, and Wood Cascade, plus the new Wood Knife edge profile available with a green core.

The Planes Conferencing Collection includes a wide range of leg options, tables, credenzas, carts, and easels. Please reference the Planes brochure to learn more.
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For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000. Download additional copies at haworth.com.
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